Genuine accessories for the M-Class
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exterior

Light-alloy wheels
Styling accessories
Wheel accessories
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Magic moments
A drive in an M-Class is one of the most magnificent experiences the
automotive world has to offer. This vehicle class is one in which
Mercedes-Benz leads the way and one which, indeed, may never have
existed if it hadn’t been for the M-Class.
We now offer you even more ways to build on your car’s status.
ıncenıo designer wheels, for example, provide a simple and effective
way to transform your M-Class.
Other magical ways to personalise your car can be found overleaf.

Gyas | 5-spoke wheel

Rukbat | 6-spoke wheel

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 60 | Tire: 255/55 R18

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 8 J x 19 ET 60 | Tire: 255/50 R19

B6 647 4216

B6 647 4300

Furud | 5-spoke wheel

Klemola | 5-spoke wheel

Alrai | 6-spoke wheel

Mintaka | 5-spoke wheel

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 8.5 J x 20 ET 60 | Tire: 265/45 R20

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 8 J x 19 ET 60 | Tire: 255/50 R19

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 60 | Tire: 255/50 R19

ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 60 | Tire: 255/55 R18

B6 647 4212; not compatible with snow chains

B6 647 4217

B6 647 4367

B6 647 4297

Tomeko | 10-spoke wheel
ıncenıo designer wheel
Finish: two-tone
Wheel: 8.5 J x 20 ET 56 | Tire: 265/45 R20
B6 647 4528
On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt A000 990 4907 (up to 17") or
A000 990 5307 (from 18") and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0155 or
B6 647 0156.

exterior

ıncenıo designer wheels

Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tires, wheel bolts or hub caps
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7-spoke wheel
Finish: titanium silver
Wheel: 7.5 J x 17 ET 56 | Tire: 235/65 R17
B6 647 4184

On all light-alloy wheels, use wheel bolt A000 990 4907
(up to 17") or A000 990 5307 (from 18") and the corresponding rim lock B6 647 0155 or B6 647 0156.
Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tires, wheel bolts or
hub caps

Mercedes-Benz
light-alloy wheels

Valve caps

Rim locks

5-twin-spoke wheel

5-spoke wheel

Set consisting of coded key and one
lock per wheel

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel: 8 J x 19 ET 60 | Tire: 255/50 R19

Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 60 | Tire: 255/50 R19

B6 647 4187

B6 647 4189

Wheel bolts | not pictured |

5-spoke wheel

5-twin-spoke wheel

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 60 | Tire: 255/55 R18

Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 60 | Tire: 255/55 R18

B6 647 4185

B6 647 4287

exterior

Rim locks
Valve caps
Wheel bolts
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Tire pressure gauge
Compact design. Saves readings. Suitable
for all tire valves (including bicycle tires).
Keeping tires at the optimum pressure saves
fuel and reduces tire wear. Supplied with
leather pouch

5-spoke wheel

5-spoke wheel (wing design)

7-spoke wheel

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel: 8 J x 19 ET 60 | Tire: 255/50 R19

Wheel: 8 J x 18 ET 60 | Tire: 255/55 R18

Wheel: 7.5 J x 17 ET 56 | Tire: 235/65 R17

B6 647 4204

B6 647 4288

B6 647 4247

Wheel: 8.5 J x 19 ET 60 | Tire: 255/50 R19

Wheel: 8 J x 19 ET 60 | Tire: 255/50 R19

B6 647 4348

B6 647 4186

Finish: chrome
Wheel: 8 J x 19 ET 60 | Tire: 255/50 R19
B6 647 4207

Mud flaps
Protect the underbody and the sides
of the car from loose chippings and dirt.
For front and rear axles

|1 |

|2|

|3|

|4|

Hub caps

Snow chain systems

Protect the hub from dirt.
Available in the following versions:
1 | Classic Roadster design in blue
2 | Classic Roadster design in black
3 | Sterling silver with chrome star
4 | Titanium silver with chrome star

The RUD-matic snow chain has a
user-friendly design and can be fitted and
removed quickly. With extra-reinforced
chain links for the toughest conditions and
excellent traction on snow and ice, it is a
reliable companion in wintry road conditions.
Your Mercedes-Benz partner will be happy
to advise you on this and other snow chain
systems

Mercedes-Benz
light-alloy wheels

Side step bars
Made from polished stainless steel. Plastic
step plates make getting in and loading
the roof easier | also pictured on page 4 |

5-twin-spoke wheel
Finish: titanium silver
Wheel: 8.5 J x 20 ET 55 | Tire: 265/45 R20
B6 647 4188

exterior

Hub caps
Mud flaps
Side step bars
Snow chains
Tire pressure gauge
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Fog lamp surrounds
Brilliant detail: high-sheen surrounds
for your M-Class’s fog lamps

Door handle recesses
Exterior mirror cover
Fin attachments
Fog lamp surrounds

Chrome add-on parts for your M-Class
The Mercedes-Benz M-Class is a dazzling presence on today’s roads.
The chromed add-on parts shown here allow you to add further highlights:
high-brilliance flashes of light, high-contrast design accents and even
protection for the paintwork in the door handle recesses. These additions
are the perfect complement for every M-Class – and because they are
developed using the CAD vehicle data, they are precision-tailored to your
vehicle and are simple to fit.
A brilliant outlook, we’re sure you’ll agree.

Fin attachments for hood

High-sheen chromed exterior mirror cover

High-sheen chromed door handle recesses

Rounds off your M-Class’s chrome finish and protects
the paintwork from scratches. Available as a 4-piece set

Round off your M-Class’s chrome finish and protect
the paintwork from scratches

exterior

High-sheen chromed. Available as a 6-piece set
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Roof spoiler
The roof spoiler is precision-tailored to the
M-Class bodywork for a strikingly sporty
look. Supplied primed. To be painted in body
colour by your Mercedes-Benz partner

Load sill protection
Roof spoiler
Underguards

Simulated underguard, rear
Simulated underguard, front
Attractive, eye-catching element made from stainless steel. A visual
highlight that upgrades the exterior appearance. Brilliant addition
to the sterling silver painted radiator grille with chrome trim. Front
and rear underguards available separately | pictured on p 12 |

Load sill protection

exterior

With polyurethane coating to prevent the bumper
from being scratched
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telematics

iPod® integration
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More music
When you drive an off-roader, the usual boundaries don’t apply. So why limit your musical explorations?
Listen to music from the MP3 player of your choice, from your iPOD or iPhone fully integrated into the audio system.

1

iPod/iPhone holder1
Black plastic holder for the glove
compartment. Holds your iPod in place.
Soft, flock surface protects the
player from scratches and prevents
it sliding around

The Mercedes-Benz Interface Kit allows you to listen to the music on your iPhone.
It does not support the phone function
The iPod Interface Kit and the iPod holder are compatible with the following models:
iPod from 4th generation | iPod video | iPod photo | iPod U2 | iPod mini |
iPod nano 1st, 2nd and 3rd generations | iPod classic | iPod touch | iPhone
iPod/iPhone holder cannot be used in conjunction with Media Interface consumer
cables

iPod® integration

Mercedes-Benz iPod® Interface Kit1
A

B

It’s easy to control your iPod via the multifunction
steering wheel: scroll through the menus [A],
adjust the playback and volume [ B ] and display
the artist /title of your choice in the instrument
cluster [C].
As with the Mercedes-Benz Media Interface,
the connection for your iPod is in the glove
compartment and the device is charged while
connected. No factory-fitted optional extra required

telematics

C
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interior

Interior appointments
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My M-Class
This section is packed with
products that offer a little extra
comfort – genuine accessories
tailored to your very specific
comfort needs.
Vario bag
All-weather floor trays

Plenty of extra stowage space
for the really important things in life. Available
in three designs: “DaimlerSquare” | pictured |,
“Angel & Driver”, Alcantara, java

Designed specifically to match the
contours on the floor, these flexible
plastic floor trays feature high sides
to help contain dirt and liquids.
All-season mats
Durable, hardwearing materials. Can be clip-fastened
to the floor of the vehicle to prevent slipping

Coat hanger

Cleanbag

Back cushion

Robust coat hanger made from chromed
metal and plastic. Easy to fit to the front
head restraints. The ideal way to transport
items of clothing without creasing them

The ideal way to keep the interior
clean when you’re on the move:
the small “Cleanbag” is simply
attached to the net in the front
passenger footwell

Ergonomic, individually adjustable cushion,
designed to support the back on long journeys.
Available in anthracite

Wood/leather steering wheel
burl walnut | black
The wood/leather steering wheels are also
available in other colours to match the interior

Illuminated door sill panels
The blue illuminated Mercedes-Benz lettering is activated
every time you open the door to get in or out. These
illuminated door sill panels, in ground stainless steel, are
a further “highlight” of the M-Class

Glasses case
Universal – adjusts to different
sizes of glasses/sunglasses

interior

Back cushion
Cleanbag
Coat hanger
Door sill panels
Floor mats
Floor trays
Vario bag
Glasses case
Wood/leather steering wheel
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cargo & care

Carrier systems
Load compartment accessories
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Moving mountains
The journey is the destination – an axiom that applies
to your M-Class but also to your skis, your snowboard or your bikes.
Whichever sports equipment you prefer, the roof carrier
system included in the range of genuine accessories effectively
supports your sporting ambitions.
Just as you would expect of your M-Class.
Mercedes-Benz roof boxes
Elegant, aerodynamic design, made for your Mercedes-Benz. High-quality, extremely
durable material. Available in titanium metallic [A] and matt silver [B] and the Mercedes-Benz
roof box L is now also available in calcite white [C]
1 | Mercedes-Benz roof box L
family box | Capacity: approx. 450 litres. Available with opening
on right or left. Optional accessories: luggage set and ski rack insert
2 | Mercedes-Benz roof box M
sports box | Capacity: approx. 330 litres.
Available with opening on right or left. Optional
accessories: luggage set and ski rack insert
3 | Mercedes-Benz roof box S
weekend box | Capacity: approx. 400 litres.
Available with opening on right or left

|1|

New Alustyle basic carrier bars
Used in conjunction with other roof accessories,
the New Alustyle system opens up a wealth
of flexible options when it comes to transporting
sports equipment and luggage. The rail-mounted
basic carrier bars also ensure the highest degree
of safety and aerodynamics

|2|
|A|

|B|

|C|

|3|

Luggage set
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box L |
Four bags, designed to make perfect use
of the space available in the roof box L.
Made from hardwearing, water-repellent
polyester. Plus two matching ski bags,
each designed to hold max. two pairs of
skis. Ski bag also available separately

Basic carrier bars
Luggage set
Roof boxes
Ski rack insert
Transport bag

Luggage set
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box M |

Ski rack insert
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box L |
A secure hold for up to five pairs
of skis, subject to ski geometry. For
Mercedes-Benz roof box L

Transport bag for New Alustyle
rail-mounted basic carrier bars
Robust bag, made from a high-quality
nylon fabric. Protects the basic carrier bars
and makes it easier to transport them

Ski rack insert
| for Mercedes-Benz roof box M |
A secure hold for up to three pairs of
skis, subject to ski geometry. For
Mercedes-Benz roof box M | not pictured |

cargo & care

Four bags made from hardwearing,
water-repellent polyester. Tailored
to the dimensions of the roof box M
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Mercedes-Benz Bikes
These sporty and elegant bikes, with
their exclusive Mercedes-Benz design, are
suitable for everyday all-round use and
for touring. For more detailed information,
please see our “Mercedes-Benz Bikes”
brochure
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack
“Standard”
For up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards.
Lockable | pictured below |

New Alustyle ski and snowboard
rack “Comfort”
For up to 6 pairs of skis or 4
snowboards. Lockable. Practical
pull-out function makes loading
and unloading easier | pictured
left and right |

Coil locks
Designed to help
prevent theft.
Available as an
option for the
bicycle rack

Bicycle rack
Coil locks
Coolbag
Coolbox
Ski bag
Ski/snowboard rack

Depending on the maximum roof load, up to four bicycle racks can
be fitted per pair of basic carrier bars. Each bicycle rack can hold one
bicycle with a max. frame diameter of 98 mm (circular frame tubes)
or 110 x 70 mm (oval frame tubes). The support frame folds down when
not in use, reducing drag when travelling without bicycles. Bicycles can
either be attached to the rack once it has been fitted to the roof or before
it is fitted | also pictured right |

The convenient design of the Mercedes-Benz bicycle rack allows the bicycle
to be attached at ground level. The bicycle is simply mounted on the rail
alongside the vehicle and both are then fitted to the basic carrier bars

Ski bag for interior

Coolbox

Coolbag

For up to four pairs of
skis. With carrying strap
and straps for attaching
to load-securing rings in
load compartment

| black/grey | Hard case with fabric
cover featuring pockets for extra items.
Cold /hot switch. Capacity: 24 litres.
12V connection. Adjustable carrying
strap

| black | Fabric outside – plastic liner
inside. Outside pockets offer plenty
of room for extra items. Capacity: 12 litres.
12V connection. Adjustable carrying
strap

cargo & care

New Alustyle bicycle rack
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Rear-mounted bicycle rack for trailer hitch
The rear-mounted bicycle rack is easy to attach
to the trailer coupling. A simple fold-down
mechanism (pictured below left) means that
the load compartment can still be opened.
Basic version for two bicycles. Lockable. Optional
extension for a third bicycle pictured below

When the rear-mounted bicycle rack is unladen, simply
fold down the vertical retaining bar to access the
load compartment. This function also allows space-saving
stowage of the rack when removed

Internal bicycle rack | for two bicycles up to max. wheel size of 26" |
The internal bicycle rack protects your bicycles from the elements and safeguards
them against theft. Supplied with a practical, elegant bag which can
be used to secure the removed front wheels in place during your journey
Please note: because bicycles vary significantly in design, it may be necessary
to adjust or remove parts such as the handlebars, saddle, mudguards, etc.
We therefore recommend that you test the rack’s suitability before purchase

Note: European bike holder is shown. Canandian
versions does not have lights.

Trailer Hitch (Not shown)

Extension kit for rear-mounted bicycle rack

Tow up to 7200 lbs. with this 2" Trailer Hitch
kit. This complete package includes the electrical harness and is quality tested to meet Mercedes-Benz standards. The look and fit compliments the styling of your M-Class.

Allows you to add a third bicycle

cargo & care

The laden bicycle rack can be pivoted downwards,
allowing the load compartment to be opened.

Internal bicycle rack
Rear-mounted bicycle rack
Tow rod
Trailer hitch
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Reversible mat with load sill protection
This reversible mat features high-quality velour
on one side and non-slip rubber on the other. It
not only helps keep the original floor of the load
compartment clean but the integral load sill
protection also protects the load sill from scratches.
When the rear seats are folded flat, the reversible
mat covers the entire load area
| available in black, alpaca grey and cashmere beige |

Stowage crate

Shallow trunk tray

Concertina bags

Can be divided into four sections using
the adjustable partitioning elements.
Ideal for transporting objects you don’t
want to tip over or slide around. Full
functionality only in conjunction with
the shallow trunk tray

Simple to clean. Non-slip thanks to Perl-M material.
Suitable for transporting foodstuffs

Two bags made from robust, washable nylon,
attached to a sturdy aluminium frame. The frames
are simply slotted into the load system strips in
either side of the load compartment floor. Each bag
features two large stowage compartments and
has two straps, making it easy to remove and carry

Deep trunk tray

Non-slip mat

The hygienic way to transport objects in the load
compartment. Suitable for transporting foodstuffs

black | Non-slip mat made from oil and
acid-resistant polyester. Designed to fit the
contours of the load compartment

cargo & care

Trunk trays
Concertina bags
Non-slip mat
Reversible mat
Stowage crate
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Partition net

Partition/divider

Separates the load compartment
from the passenger compartment

black | Three interconnecting steel
mesh sections used to divide the load
compartment and to shield the passenger
compartment

Load compartment management system
The load compartment management system
prevents objects from sliding around when you’re
on the move. Consisting of two frame elements,
a swivel-mounted and adjustable net frame ( with
three settings) and a retaining strap and hooks
which attach to the net frame

Charger unit
Load compartment
management system

Luggage nets

Tie-down strap

Available for the floor of the load compartment, the
side of the load compartment and the rear bench
seat. Prevent lightweight objects from sliding around
during your journey. All nets are in pocket format

Even heavy objects can be secured in place
easily using this strap

Charger with trickle charge function

Luggage-securing feature

With its cutting-edge technology, the Mercedes-Benz
charger ensures the longest possible battery life.
Available in a 3.6 amp version

Ingenious solution to the problem of luggage sliding
around in the load compartment. Attaches securely around
the object in question thanks to Velcro fastening
Shopping crate
anthracite | Collapsible

cargo & care

Luggage nets
Luggage-securing feature
Partition net
Partition
Shopping crate
Tie-down strap
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amg

Light-alloy wheels
Bodystyling
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AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style VI
AMG light-alloy wheel | Finish: titanium
grey, high-sheen
Wheel: 10 J x 20 ET 46 | Tire: 295/40 R20

AMG bodystyling
AMG bodystyling features a front apron with
matt chrome simulated underguard and integral
circular chrome-ringed fog lamps, plus a rear
apron with simulated underguard in matt chrome.
Chromed tailpipes with AMG lettering round
off the sporty look to perfection
| also pictured on previous page |

AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style III

AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style VI

AMG 5-spoke wheel | Style III

AMG light-alloy wheel | Finish: silver, high-sheen
Wheel: 9 J x 21 ET 60 | Tire: 265/40 R21

AMG light-alloy wheel | Finish: silver, high-sheen
Wheel: 10 J x 20 ET 46 | Tire: 295/40 R20

AMG light-alloy wheel | Finish: silver,
high-sheen
Wheel: 9 J x 21 ET 60 | Tire: 265/40 R21

AMG door sill panels, not illuminated

AMG door sill panels, illuminated

Available in brushed stainless steel

Available in brushed stainless steel

amg

Light-alloy wheels
Bodystyling
Door sill panels
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Genuine accessories for the M-Class
Light-alloy wheels are
supplied without tires,
wheel bolts or hub caps.

Description

p

Item no.

All-season floor mats
All-weather floor trays (Beige, Set of 4),
for ML 350, ML 320
All-weather floor trays (Black, Set of 4),
for ML 350, ML 320
All-weather floor trays (Grey, Set of 4),
for ML 350, ML 320
All-weather floor trays (Beige, Set of 4),
for ML 550, ML 63 AMG
All-weather floor trays (Black, Set of 4),
for ML 550, ML 63 AMG
All-weather floor trays (Grey, Set of 4),
for ML 550, ML 63 AMG

22 B6 668 0188
22 BQ 674 0011

AMG door sill panels, illuminated (blue)
AMG door sill panels, not illuminated
AMG front apron

39 B6 602 1029
39 B6 602 1048
38 B6 603 6490

22 BQ 674 0009
22 BQ 674 0010
22 BQ 674 0014

Description
AMG light-alloy wheels
 20" 5-spoke wheel | Style VI
(titanium grey, high-sheen) (FA/RA)
 21" 5-spoke wheel | Style III
(silver, high-sheen) (FA/RA)
 20" 5-spoke wheel | Style VI
(silver, high-sheen) (FA/RA)
 21" 5-spoke wheel | Style III
(silver, high-sheen) (FA/RA)

p

Item no.

38 B6 603 1084
39 B6 603 1082
39 B6 603 0075
39 B6 603 1204

22 BQ 674 0012
22 BQ 674 0013

AMG rear apron
AMG tailpipe (chromed, oval, twin-pipe)

38 B6 603 6494
38 B6 603 0865

Back cushion

22 B6 781 2370

Concertina bag, folding

33 B6 664 0004

Charger 3.6 A

35 B6 754 2029

Cleanbag
Coat hanger
Coil locks
(for New Alustyle bicycle rack, 3mm, set of 2, common key)
Coolbag
Coolbox

22 B6 781 2376
22 B6 766 0046
29 B6 685 1705
29 On Request
29 On Request

p

Item no.

Deep trunk tray

33 B6 664 8309

Extension kit for 3rd bicycle for rear-mounted bicycle rack

31 B6 685 1113

Fin Attachments (chrome)
Fog lamp surrounds
for models with halogen headlamps
Fog lamp surrounds
for models with xenon headlamps
Glasses case

13 B6 688 1302
12 On Request

High-sheen chromed door handle recesses
High-sheen chromed exterior mirror cover
Hub caps (Roadster design in black)
Hub caps (Roadster design in blue)
Hub caps (Roadster design in blue, new)
Hub caps (sterling silver with chrome star)
Hub caps (titanium silver with chrome star)

13
13
10
10
10
10
10

Illuminated door sill panels
(set of 2, front, alpaca grey)
Illuminated door sill panels (set of 2, front, black)
Illuminated door sill panels
(set of 2, front, cashmere beige)
Internal bicycle rack
iPod/iPhone holder

23 B6 689 0143

12 On Request
23 A000 810 0704
B6 688 1237
On Request
B6 647 0201
B6 647 0120
B6 647 0210
B6 647 0206
B6 647 0202

23 B6 689 0141
23 B6 689 0142

Description

p

Item no.

ıncenıo designer wheels
Alrai1 | 6-spoke wheel |19" (FA/RA)
Furud1 | 5-spoke wheel | 20" (FA/RA)
Gyas1 | 5-spoke wheel |18" (FA/RA)
Klemola1 | 5-spoke wheel |19" (FA/RA)
Mintaka1 | 5-spoke wheel |18" (FA/RA)
Rukbat1 | 6-spoke wheel |19" (FA/RA)
Tomeko2 | 10-spoke wheel |20" (FA/RA)

06
06
06
06
06
06
07

B6 647 4367
B6 647 4212
B6 647 4216
B6 647 4217
B6 647 4297
B6 647 4300
B6 647 4528

Light-alloy wheels
7-spoke wheel3 | 17" (FA/RA)
5-spoke wheel3 | 18" (FA/RA)
5-twin-spoke wheel3 | 19" (FA/RA)
5-twin-spoke wheel3 | 18" (FA/RA)
5-spoke wheel3 | 19" (FA/RA)
5-spoke wheel3 | 19" (FA/RA)
5-spoke wheel3 | 19" (FA/RA)
5-spoke wheel4 | 19" (FA/RA)
5-spoke wheel3 | 18" (FA/RA)
5-spoke wheel3 |19" (FA/RA)
7-spoke wheel3 | 17" (FA/RA)
5-twin-spoke wheel3 | 20" (FA/RA)

08
09
09
09
09
10
10
10
10
10
10
11

B6 647 4184
B6 647 4185
B6 647 4187
B6 647 4287
B6 647 4182
B6 647 4204
B6 647 4348
B6 647 4207
B6 647 4288
B6 647 4186
B6 647 4247
B6 647 4188

31 B6 685 1153
18 B6 782 4501

Finish: sterling silver
Finish: two-tone
Finish: titanium silver
4
Finish: chrome
1
2
3

index
index

Description
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Genuine accessories for the M-Class
Description

p

Item no.

Description

p

Item no.

Load compartment management system
Load sill protection
Luggage net, floor of load compartment
Luggage net, rear bench seat
Luggage net, side of load compartment
Luggage set (for MB roof box M)
Luggage set (for MB roof box L)
Luggage-securing feature

34
15
35
35
35
26
26
35

B6 664 0000
B6 664 0100
B6 766 0092
B6 766 0094
B6 766 0093
A000 890 0411
A000 890 0511
B6 664 8220

New Alustyle basic carrier bars
New Alustyle bicycle rack
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Comfort”
New Alustyle ski and snowboard rack “Standard”
Non-slip mat (fitted)

29
29
28
28
33

B6 781 2140
A000 890 0293
B6 685 1703
B6 685 1702
B6 768 0031

Mercedes-Benz iPod Interface Kit
Mercedes-Benz roof box S
(titanium metallic, opens on right)
Mercedes-Benz roof box M
(titanium metallic, opens on right)
Mercedes-Benz roof box L
(calcite white, opens on right)
Mercedes-Benz roof box L
(titanium metallic, opens on right)
Mud flaps (front set)
Mud flaps (rear set)

19 On Request
26 A000 840 2562

Partition - net
Partition - divider (black steel mesh)
Partition - upper (black steel mesh)
Partition - lower (black steel mesh)

34
34
34
34

B6 766 0114
B6 765 9960
B6 765 9962
B6 765 9961

Rear-mounted bicycle rack for trailer
Rear-seat entertainment system
Reversible mat with load sill protection, black
Rim locks
Roof spoiler, primed
RUD-matic snow chain system
(tires: 255/55 R 18 and 255/50 R 19)

30 B6 685 1111
On Request
32 B6 768 0047
09 B6 647 0155
14 B6 688 1520
10 B6 755 0027

26 A000 840 2362
26 A000 840 3162
26 A000 840 2762
10 B6 652 8240
10 B6 652 8229

p

Item no.

Description

p

Item no.

Shallow trunk tray
Shopping crate
Side step bars5
Simulated underguard, front
Simulated underguard, rear
Ski bag (single, for MB roof box M and L)
Ski bag for interior
Ski rack insert (for MB roof box M)
Ski rack insert (for MB roof box L)
Stowage crate

33
35
11
15
15
27
29
27
27
33

B6 664 8062
B6 647 0995
On Request
On Request
On Request
A000 846 0806
A000 890 0711
A000 840 4718
A000 840 4818
A000 814 0041

Valve caps
Vario bag (Alcantara, java)
Vario bag (Angel & Driver)
Vario bag (DaimlerSquare)
Velour floor mats (complete set, black)

09
22
22
22
22

B6 647 2001
A000 899 2061
A000 899 1861
A000 899 1961
On Request

Wheel bolts
Wood/leather steering wheel

09 B6 647 0159
22 On Request

Tie-down strap
Transport bag for basic carrier bars
Tire pressure gauge
Trailer Hitch

35
27
10
31

B6 647 2021
A000 890 0111
B6 658 8140
On Request

available only for model year 06-07

index
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Mercedes-Benz Canada Inc.
98 Vanderhoof Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M4G 4C9
1-800-387-0100
www.mercedes-benz.ca
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objects of excessive weight and bulk from sliding or rolling in the event of a collision or sudden stop. Always drive with caution when driving with cargo.
Certain accessories may require additional components to complete the installation in your vehicle. Please consult your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for specific information
about automotive accessories.
Call 1-800-387-0100 to obtain the Collection personal accessories catalogue or visit the www.thecollection.ca to shop online.
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